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People love their smartphones. But they adore
the experience of strolling the aisles of a
boutique or big-box store even more.
Question after question in DMI’s survey
reinforces the value of in-store retailing. But
what about Amazon? Aren’t they supposed
to be taking over the planet? Isn’t the “retail
apocalypse” playing right into Amazon’s hands?
Not yet. But there’s no denying the clouds on
the horizon for retailers who ignore the lessons
Amazon teaches millions of consumers
every day.
DMI’s annual survey of consumer behavior
extols the virtues of in-store shopping while
acknowledging the colossal impact of Amazon.
This exclusive in-depth report summarizes
consumer practices and preferences under
three main headings:

The State of Connected Commerce:
Why people prefer in-store experiences, how
Amazon educates the retail sector and how AI
reshapes customer service.

Enhancing the Consumer
Experience: Why consumers prize
convenience, how shipping deals and loyalty
programs have merged, and why social
commerce is on the rise.

Optimizing the Path to Purchase:
How to make life better for consumers when
they’re browsing, buying, seeking support and
communicating with your brand.
Read on to discover the survey’s key findings
plus actionable guidance from DMI experts
on e-commerce, digital strategy, customer
experience, artificial intelligence and
technology implementation.
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AT A GLANCE:

12 C R UC I A L INSIGHT S
F R OM T HE D MI SU RV E Y
O F M O B I L E S HO PPE RS .

T H E S TAT E O F C O N N E C T E D
COMMERCE
Buyers Still Believe in Brick-and-Mortar

88%

88% of survey responses cited in-store purchases in the past month, vs. 59% for
online and 38% for retailers’ mobile apps. Our data underscores the reality that
retailers must build holistic experiences that meld mobile, desktop and in-store
shopping.

Amazon is a Rival, But it’s Not the Enemy

49%

49% of responses call Amazon the top place to learn about new products, topping
social media (45%) and search engines (38%). Amazon’s edge in product awareness
reveals a formidable competitor whose mastery of the customer experience
provides vital insight.

AI is at an Inflection Point

34%

34% of survey respondents have encountered AI in customer service. Of those, 54%
were either satisfied or very satisfied with the experience. While people still prize
human customer service, they’re acclimating to AI and automation, recognizing the
efficiency and speed AI offers.

51%

Mobility Defines the Shopping Experience
51% of survey responses confirmed people like to buy online and pick up in-store.
A similar proportion confirmed checking to see if a specific item was available instore before visiting. Retailers have to adapt to this new mobile reality.
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KEY CONSUMER EXPERIENCE
INSIGHTS
Convenience and Cost Savings Rule

73%

73% of retail website buyers call convenience the top reason for impulse
purchases (vs. 63% for researched purchases). Pricing factors also have
a profound influence on buying decisions. Thus, retailers have to build
convenience and compete on price.

Shipping Deals Drive Loyalty

31%

31% of consumers say shipping discounts are their favorite benefit of
loyalty programs, while 24% give the nod to points or rewards that
provide freebies. Together, shipping deals and loyalty programs create
hard-to-resist incentives.

49%

Product Knowledge is Beyond Retailers’
Control
49% of survey responses cited search engines as the top way to find out
about products for the first time. Shoppers also crave product insights
from social media and review sites. While retailers cannot control external
content, they should try to influence it.

Social Commerce is on the Rise

45%

45% of survey responses said social media helped people find interesting
products in the past three months, outpolling search engines’ 38%.
Surpassing search engines at raising product awareness is an important
step in the evolution of social commerce.
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O P T I M I Z I N G T H E PAT H TO
PURCHASE
Awareness is the Crucial First Step

21%

21% of responses named social as the best way to learn about products for the
first time, less than half of the responses for search engines (49%). Awareness is a
complex riddle because knowing about a product might not mean people want
to buy it.

Browsers Prefer Mobile Devices

42%

42% of consumers surveyed preferred mobile devices when browsing, vs. 30% for
in-store visits and 28% for desktop computers. Savvy technology strategies can
accelerate browsing and move buyers closer to a purchase.

Purchases Must Reflect Buyer Preferences

30%

30% of survey respondents said reviews helped them feel comfortable enough to
purchase, followed by product details (29%) and price comparisons (19%). Subtle
differences in motivation help define how and why people buy.

Support Requires Effective Communication

76%

76% of respondents said store visits provided the most satisfying way to
communicate with brands, besting email (59%) and phone calls (56%). When
contacting brands, people preferred Facebook by a 6-to-1 margin over Twitter
and 5-to-1 over Instagram.
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S URV E Y M E THO D O LO GY
DMI’s Survey explores the shopping behaviors of today’s mobile-empowered consumers. .
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3%

When appropriate, questions asked respondents to exclude purchases from
grocery stores, pharmacies and ride-sharing services. While these sales
represent an important retail category, the purchases are far more frequent
with much more repetition. Excluding these sales reveals the buying behaviors
of a much broader spectrum of the retail environment.
We asked consumers about their shopping behaviors from multiple
perspectives, such as:
>> Becoming interested in a product even though they were not shopping
>> The single most important variables that affect buying decisions
>> All the ways they browse for products they’re interested in buying
>> How impulse purchases differ from well-thought-out, researched purchases

Thus, findings vary depending on the scenarios we explored and the questions
we asked.

RESPONDENTS VS. RESPONSES
Most of the survey questions seek a single reply from each of the 1530
survey participants. In these cases, we present the results as a percentage of
respondents.
However, some questions ask participants to choose “all that apply.” In these
cases, we present results as a percentage of responses. The distinction is
crucial because multiple-reply questions produce a much larger quantity
of responses (e.g. 4500). Thus, the pertinent data is the percentage of total
responses, not total participants. This is akin to a fractional-voting election,
which is decided by total choices cast, not total voters.
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I. I N T R OD UCT I O N :

CONSU M E R S
VAST LY P R E F E R
BU Y I N G I N STO RES
“The death of the retail store is a myth,” says Michael Deittrick, DMI’s vice
president for strategy and chief digital officer. “Enhancing in-store experiences
still brings people in.”
DMI’s survey data agrees: When we asked people to state all the ways they
bought something in the past 30 days, 88% of their responses cited in-store
purchases, vs. 59% online and 38% retailers’ mobile apps. Moreover, 44% of
respondents purchased either mostly in the store or all in-store, while 27% of
respondents shopped mostly online or all online.
The survey revealed striking contrasts in the frequency of in-store and online
purchases.
Online purchases come out ahead only in the once-a-month category, primarily
because people are so much more likely to buy in a store either daily or weekly.

“Frictionless engagement from mobile to online and into
the store — and vice versa — is still a critical component to
transforming retail businesses.”
— Michael Deittrick, vice president for strategy and chief
digital officer, DMI

When asked about purchases in the past year, 81% of survey responses cited
physical stores, besting retailers websites and Amazon.com, both of which had
62%. In that same time frame, 46% of respondents said in-store was their favorite
purchase method, vs. 19% for Amazon’s website and 15% for retailers’ websites.
Despite their strong in-store preferences, consumers use mobile devices in
every phase of their shopping experience, DMI’s survey found. They scan search
engines, compare prices and read reviews while stalking the aisles of their
favorite stores. The most adept retailers use analytics, artificial intelligence, digital
marketing and social media to elevate the in-store experience.
As people become more habituated to mobile and online engagement,
e-commerce will keep growing. “But it will not overtake the in-store retail
experience in the near future,” Deittrick says. “People still like to shop.”
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They don’t shop the way they used to, however. Forward-looking
stores don’t sell the way they used to, either.
Consider Best Buy: It sells electronic gear tailor-made for online

WHAT AB OUT
THE RE TAIL
AP OCALYP SE?

shopping, but it is not giving ground to Amazon without a fight.
Best Buy encourages in-store price matching, disrupting Amazon’s

While legacy chains like Sears

discount-driven strategy. Customers can close sales on the company

and JC Penney have endured

website and pick up products in-store. They don’t have to wait two

major setbacks, talk of a “retail

days and fear somebody will steal the package off their front porch.

apocalypse” overlooks a few

Product pages include reviews, specs and in-depth descriptions.
In short, Best Buy deploys the tools of digital transformation to create
holistic shopping experiences on desktops, mobile devices and instore. With Amazon gaining strength by the day, adding distribution

crucial points:
>> Retail sales account for $2.6
trillion of U.S. GDP. Suffering in

centers and getting into brick-and-mortar retail, retailers have no

some sectors is balanced by

choice but to adapt.

growth in others.

“Every retailer has got to figure out their position in the market,
assess how they’re being disrupted and find the best way to become
disruptors,” Deittrick says.

>> The retail marketplace is
rapidly evolving as companies
combine in-store and online
sales. Nobody is either-or
anymore. It’s both.
>> E-tailers from Amazon to
Warby Parker to Wayfair are
launching stores because
consumers want a blended
online/in-store experience.
Source: “Setting the record straight on
the state of retail and store closures,”
National Retail Federation.
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II .

LEARNING
F R OM A M A ZO N
Amazon leaves large and small footprints on American markets, reeling in 5%
of U.S. retail sales and about half of U.S. e-commerce, according to Chain Store
Age magazine. Our survey found that 55% of respondents were Amazon Prime
members, mirroring estimates from eMarketer and other online sources.
There’s nothing sinister about Amazon’s place in so many American
households. “That 55% doesn’t buy from Amazon every day,” DMI’s Michael
Deittrick notes. “Some Prime members just enjoy the free movies and buy on
Amazon now and then if they don’t mind waiting a couple days for a shipment.
It’s all about shopper preference. This concept of one program shifting
everybody to online is misguided, and the data points that out.”
Indeed, our survey responses show Amazon is a fierce competitor that wins
customers on price, service, convenience and content. By hitting these marks
consistently, Amazon trains consumers to expect them all.
That’s a lesson no retailer can afford to overlook. Among our survey findings:
Amazon’s website and apps represented the most popular place to find out
about interesting products when people weren’t shopping (49% of responses),
ahead of social media (45%), search engines (38%) and email (27%). Amazon’s
vast array of reviews, customer Q&As and product recommendations reveal
the power of content.
Why do people buy on Amazon? Here are survey respondents’ top
four reasons:

31%
FRE E SHI PPI N G

19%
RA P I D DE L I V E RY
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14%
FAMIL IAR P URCH AS E
EXP ERIEN CE

11%
CUSTO MER SERV ICE

These stats for impulse buys were essentially identical to the
rationales for heavily researched purchases.
“People can find pretty much anything they want on Amazon,
usually at the best price,” Deittrick says. “All retailers have to
embrace this customer experience model: No-hassle returns.
When you make a mistake, you own it with the customer.”
Though in-store retail has built-in advantages over Amazon,
complacency is risky. Amazon has mastered logistics,
storage, distribution and online sales. Its purchase of Whole

THE AMAZON
P RIME E FFECT
DMI’s survey found that Amazon
Prime members aren’t like everybody
else. The 55% of survey respondents
who belong to Prime are:
>> 45% more likely to shop with a
mobile app

Foods marks a significant foray into brick-and-mortar retail.

>> 86% more likely to use a mobile

The company is adding distribution centers with an eye on

device in-store

same-day delivery.

>> 44% more likely to shop in-store at
least weekly

“To compete with Amazon, retailers have to
embrace this customer experience model. Nohassle returns. When you make a mistake, you
own it with the customer.”

>> 208% more likely to shop online at
least weekly
Thus, Amazon Prime membership is
a proxy for more digitally engaged
consumers who embrace digital tools

Michael Deittrick, vice president for strategy and
chief digital officer, DMI

Shipping may soon become a crucial component of instore retailing. “Some grocery stores are disrupting Amazon
because it was selling people canned goods online and
shipping to them in two days,” Deittrick says. “Now you have
people who will go out, shop for you and bring your groceries
to you.”
Similarly, in-store price-matching encourages more
abandoned shopping carts on Amazon.com. Of course, every
retail company has to find its own way to model Amazon’s
expertise. “They can start by doing what Amazon does best,”
Deittrick advises. “Get people what they want as soon as
possible. Always compete on price.”
And never stop improving the customer experience.
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to improve their shopping experience.

II I .

A I IS T HE N E W R EA LIT Y
IN R E TA I L
Advanced learning algorithms are

survey found a mix of satisfaction

Meanwhile, 44% agreed or strongly

transforming the retail sector. Brick-

and suspicion. Just over one-third of

agreed that an AI-driven service

and-mortar retailers use image

our survey respondents (34%) said

would be faster than working with a

recognition to track shoppers’

they had encountered AI in customer

human. Thus, consumers are starting

movements through their stores.

service, while the other two-thirds

to see the value — and the tradeoffs

Merging multiple data sources

said either they had not or they

— of automation.

allows retailers to weave together

couldn’t be sure. More than half (54%)

data on weather, demographics and

of those who encountered AI were

How would our survey participants

consumer preferences to optimize all

either satisfied or very satisfied with

prefer to engage with a retailer’s

phases of their operations.

the experience, more than double the

customer service program —

dissatisfied contingent (26%).

employee, AI chatbot or no

“AI has reached an inflection point,”

preference? They overwhelmingly

says Niraj Patel, DMI’s lead on artificial

We asked survey participants about

preferred employees. For instance,

intelligence and machine learning

their perceptions of AI in customer

people needing a refund after being

initiatives. “There are enough AI

service. In the strongest responses,

mischarged prefer personal service

implementations now that retailers

70% either agreed or strongly agreed

over a chatbot by a factor of 19-to-1.

can see the real value of these

with the statement “I’d rather connect

By contrast, those who needed more

algorithms.”

directly with someone who can

product information or wanted to

empathize with me.” Moreover, 59%

make sure the product was available

The big question mark for retail is the

agreed or strongly agreed that AI isn’t

in their size had an employee/AI

role of AI in customer service. DMI’s

as helpful as an employee would be.

preference ratio of just 4-to-1.

CUSTOM E R S E RV IC E PRE FE RE N C E
EMPLOYEE
I a m looki n g to make sure t he
produ c t i s availab le in my size
b efo re p urchasing
I n e e d h e lp ret urning an item
I p urchased

I am u n s ati s f i e d wit h t he q ualit y of
a n item I p urchased

I wa s m i s c h a rg e d fo r an item and
need a refund
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A I C H AT BOT

51 %

N O PRE F.

12 %

64 %
7 2%
7 6%

37%
7%

29%
5%

24 %

4% 20%

E M PLOYE E-A I RAT I O

4:1
9 :1
14 : 1
19 : 1

While survey respondents seemed

responses fell below 30%.

skeptical about AI in the scenarios
outlined here, the reality in retail is

The solution to trust issues in AI and

that natural language processing

customer service is to help people’s

technology gets better every day.

comfort levels evolve. That means

Thus, it’s inevitable that chatbots

building user interfaces with approval

become increasingly effective in a

mechanisms that reassure people

host of customer service scenarios.

their transaction is secure. “Whether

Moreover, AI will help human

it’s a PIN code, a fingerprint or facial

employees produce faster service

recognition enabling the buyer’s

outcomes for customers, but bots will

approval, it all gets us to that comfort

never replace people.

level with AI,” Patel says.

P RIME
P E RSP ECTIVE
Amazon Prime members
in DMI’s survey were more
aware they’re dealing with
AI than the non-members
we surveyed (40% vs.
34%). They also expressed
higher satisfaction
with AI than the overall
survey population (57%

Our survey also asked people about

It’s important to understand and

vs. 54%). This is just one

the kinds of personal information

identify the components of an AI-

example of Amazon

they would expect a retailer to retain

driven customer service experience

setting expectations for

and to use in a future automated

that generates resistance and

the customer experience

customer experience. Names (69%),

acceptance.

that will soon apply to all

account numbers (63%) and phone

retailers.

numbers (56%) topped the list. Nearly

“When we see resistance to

half the responses said an address

customers using AI, it usually

should be retained (48%), while just

means the optimization wasn’t done

“When we see resistance to customers using AI, it usually
means the optimization wasn’t done properly. An AI engine
has to be able to identify when a consumer is dissatisfied
and move them to a human right away.”

YOUNG ER
AND MOR E
B OTFRIE NDLY
25- to 44-year-olds were
notably more aware of
their encounters with AI
(41% vs. 34%). And they

— Niraj Patel, managing director, artificial intelligence, DMI

also expressed more
satisfaction (66% vs. 54%)
with AI, and were more

over four out of 10 stated previous

likely to consider it more

purchases (42%) should be included.

properly,” Patel says. “An AI engine

Fewer than one-third of responses

has to be able to identify when a

said credit card numbers should be

consumer is dissatisfied and move

retained.

them to a human right away.”

Next, we asked which of these kinds

Patel advocates always involving

of personal information would make

humans in an AI implementation.

consumers feel uncomfortable if it

“Humans have to be in the loop

showed up in an automated customer

early on to start producing gains,” he

experience. Credit card information

says. “The humans essentially train

came in first at 57%. The remaining

the bots to make themselves more
productive.”
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efficient (57% vs. 44%).

IV.

A L L CO M M E RCE IS
MOB I L E
Today’s shoppers take their mobile devices with them everywhere — especially
into their favorite stores. Apps and websites tell them what’s in stock and which
products get the best reviews.
Our survey participants are embracing this shopping phenomenon, with 58%
using their smartphones in physical stores in the past month to help find
products, learn more about them or make the purchase.
We dived deeper into the topic with this question: Have you ever done any of the
following?

BO UG HT O R RES E RV E D A N I T E M O N L I NE A N D
PIC KE D I T UP I N - STO R E O R C U R B S I DE

C H EC KE D TO SEE I F A S P EC I F I C I T E M WAS
AVA I LA B LE I N - STO R E B E FO R E V I S I T I NG

51%
51%

S HO PPE D A SPEC I F I C STO R E ’ S I N V E NTO RY O N L IN E
BEFO RE VI SI TI N G

MAD E A N APPO I N T M E NT W I T H A ST Y L I ST IN -STO RE

H A D A VI RTUAL ( E .G . P H O N E , S K Y P E ) M E ET IN G
WI TH A STY LI ST O R A DV I S O R
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48%
17%
9%

Mobile commerce isn’t confined

helped organize our survey, noted

Indeed, as commerce grows more

to apps and responsive websites

that retailers need to accommodate

fluid and retailers strive to meet

anymore. “There’s so much discussion

people who are ready to transact

customers where they are, the

about headless commerce, but

now — on a site like Instagram, for

desktop seems less relevant to

retailers should also consider

example — without ever visiting a

e-commerce. Our survey found

distributed commerce,” says Paula

store’s physical location or website.

that desktops failed to rank first for

Moniz, lead for DMI’s customer

browsing, customer service and

experience practice. Moniz, who

making a purchase.

WHICH DEVICE OR METHOD PROVIDES THE BEST
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE?
B ROWSI N G

C U STOMER S ERVICE

MAK IN G A P URCH AS E

42 % MOBI LE

28% MOBILE

4 7% I N -STORE

3 0% I N-STORE

25 % IN-STORE

2 8 % D E SKTOP

28% DESK TOP

18% DESKTOP

24% MOB I LE

B U Y ING O N L I N E ,
P IC K IN G U P I N STOR E

MO BIL E AP P S: HOW
MA NY IS E NOUG H?

P RIME
P E RS P ECTIVE

We asked consumers how many

Use of mobile devices in a store is

DMI asked, “If it was available at every

mobile apps they had on their

significantly higher among Amazon

store, how frequently would you want

smartphones. We found that:

Prime members (65%) than among

to buy or reserve something online

non-members (35%).

and pick it up in-store or curbside?”

>> 17 had none

The replies:

>> 41% had 1-2

>> 10% would do it with every

>> 30% had 3-5

purchase, 29% would do it frequently

>> 8% had 5-7

and 24% would do it half the time.

>> 5% had 8+

>> 27% would do it infrequently and 9%

The sharp drop-off after 3-5 mobile

never would.

apps suggests consumers resist
loading new apps on their phones
past a certain point.
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24% of survey respondents prefer

“Don’t just focus on the transaction. You have to look at the
whole journey. The old saying is, ‘fish where the fish are.’ The
same thing goes for shopping behavior. It’s really hard to
create behavior, but if you follow the behaviors your users
exhibit, then you’ll have a lot more success.”
— Paula Moniz, customer experience lead, DMI

to use PayPal, which also expedites
mobile payments.
The key to serving the mobile
marketplace is meeting people where
they are. And remember they’re on
mobile to do much more than buy.
“Don’t just focus on the transaction.

Today’s mobile reality faces one

“Retailers should look closely at

You have to look at the whole

nagging challenge: reluctance to

how to convert mobile browsing

journey,” Moniz says. “The old saying

close sales on a mobile device.

into transactions at higher rates.

is, ‘fish where the fish are.’ The same

People vastly prefer the familiarity

Historically, shoppers drop off or

thing goes for shopping behavior. It’s

and convenience of closing the

change channels to purchase, but

really difficult to create behavior, but

sale in the store or on their desktop

that doesn’t need to be the case,”

if you follow the behaviors your users

computers. They’d much rather

she recalls. “Some retailers solve

exhibit, then you’ll have a lot more

browse and research at leisure on a

this in mobile web by pulling in form

success.”

phone or tablet.

fields like your address or credit card
number that can be saved on your

Moniz offers a suggestion for getting

phone. This makes it more like a

more people to buy on their mobile

native experience where your account

devices:

information is saved.” In the same vein,
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V.

M AST E R I N G T HE BU YING
E XP E R I E N C E
C O N V E N I E N C E A N D C O S T SAV I N G S R U L E
Today’s mobile consumers expect speed, convenience and competitive pricing, DMI’s survey data shows.
Survey respondents made convenience the fulcrum of their shopping experience in researched and impulse purchases
alike. They found in-store purchases most convenient, but they also craved convenience on websites, mobile apps and
Amazon.com.

PUTTING A PREMIUM ON CONVENIENCE
RESE ARC HE D P U R C H AS ES

IMP ULS E P URCH AS ES

Convenience is the prime motivator for:

Convenience is the prime motivator for:

6 5%

of ret a i l we bs i te bu ye r s

73%

of retail website buyers

43%

of Am azo n .co m b uyers

5 2%

of Amazon.com buyers

29%

of retail er m o b i l e
app buye rs

3 9%

of reta i l e r m o b i l e
a p p b u ye r s

“Make sure you have methods in-store and online to engage
consumers where they are, when they are ready to buy, with a
combination of rich, engaging content and services that make
them want to shop with you versus somebody else.”
— Stephen Carvelli, principal for digital and innovation, DMI

Though it’s easy to assume discounters like Amazon, Target and Walmart have made price the biggest priority for
consumers, the reality is more nuanced. Price issues ranked among the four most important kinds of information people
need to feel comfortable making a purchase, according to our survey, but they didn’t top the list. Price comparisons ranked
second for impulse purchases and third for researched purchases.
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CONNECTED SHOPPERS
INFLUENCED BY CONTENT MORE
THAN PRICE

CONS UMER S
WANT MOR E
CONVE NIENCE

Top four factors buyers need to feel
comfortable making a purchase.

We asked survey participants
how influential each of these
factors would be to securing
more future purchases

RESE ARC HE D P U R C H AS ES

directly through companies’
stores or websites. The

3 0% Reviews

percentages cite total

2 9% Produc t d eta ils

responses of either influential

19% Pr ice co mpa risons

or very influential.

10 % B e s t offer on price or shipping

81%

IM PULSE PURC H AS ES

3 0 % P ro d uct details

Hassle-free, easy returns

29 % P r i ce comparisons
19% Revi ews
10 %

80%

Best offer on
price o r shipping

Gave ability to earn rewards
“Retailers have to create convenience

out all in the same place. When they

for consumers,” says Stephen

leave the store, they show a digital

Carvelli, DMI’s principal for digital

receipt on their phone to the people

and innovation. “Make sure you

minding the entrance and they are

have methods in-store and online to

on their way. In a time when mobile

engage consumers where they are,

apps tend to frustrate people with

when they are ready to buy, with a

too many places to enter data on

combination of rich, engaging content

tiny screens, this kind of streamlined

and services that make them want to

checkout is just what retailers need to

shop with you versus somebody else.”

disrupt Amazon.

Carvelli cites the example of a

“Over 90% of the people that use it

Sam’s Club mobile app, which has

to transact once will use it again,”

a scan-and-go feature that lets club

Carvelli says. “Once people adopt it,

members find products in a store,

the convenience becomes addictive.”

77%
Guaranteed delivery

77%
Faster and better customer service

73%

scan data into the app and check
Make it faster to checkout
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VI.

S H IP P I N G D EA LS D RIV E
LOYA LT Y
Shipping deals and loyalty programs are so intertwined in the minds of consumers that it’s difficult to think of them as
separate services or features. When we asked consumers which services they found appealing or very appealing, shipping
deals and components of loyalty programs were extremely popular.

WH AT CO ULD A R E TA I L E R D O TO S EC U R E
M O RE PURC HAS ES ?

“Free shipping is yet another way
Amazon has trained the market to
shop. Buyers expect it, and may leave
if you don’t provide it.”

Percentage who found these loyalty program features
appealing or very appealing.

87 % Free sh ipping

— Paula Moniz, customer experience
lead, DMI

8 0% A bilit y to earn rewards
80%

S h i p p i n g d i s count s or d eli very guarantees

Shipping is central to the appeal of buying from Amazon. When we asked people why they bought from Amazon, free
shipping topped the list.

RESE ARC HE D P U R C H AS ES

IMP ULS E P URCH AS ES

32%

31%

I know I wil l get free sh ipp in g

I k n ow I w il l g et f re e s h ip p in g

18%

19 %

I know I wil l get the item q uickly

I k n ow I w il l g et t h e ite m q u ic k ly

15%

14 %

I know Am azon has g ood c ustomer service

I k n ow Am a zo n h a s g o o d c u s to m e r s e r vice
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Thus, it was no surprise that Amazon
fused shipping and membership via

31%
Shipping benefits like free shipping or guaranteed two-day shipping

Prime. “Amazon Prime transformed
the Costco model into an online

24%

model,” DMI’s Michael Deittrick says.

Ability to earn points or rewards that can be redeemed for discounts or freebies

Instead of selling bulk quantities,

19%

Amazon leveraged its logistics

Points that can be converted into spending

capabilities and two-day shipping to
make Prime more appealing. Adding
free movies, music and other perks
made Prime a model loyalty program.

10%
Exclusive product releases or early access to product launches

7%
Exclusive discounts for members

We asked survey participants to name

5%

the single most appealing benefit

Invitations or access to exclusive events

of loyalty programs. Again, shipping
came out on top.

4%
Earning more points faster with higher levels

DMI’s Paula Moniz advises retail
brands to take a hard look at the time
and effort they invest in less-popular
loyalty program features. Free and

WHAT THE Y L IK E IN LOYALTY
P ROG RAMS

guaranteed shipping may turn out
to be a better way to improve loyalty

When asked to name their favorite membership program features,

and drive more purchases.

survey respondents showed only a slight preference for spending

“Free shipping is yet another way
Amazon has trained the market to
shop,” Moniz says. “Buyers expect it,

points over shipping benefits.
VERY
APPEALIN G

and may leave if you don’t provide
them with it.”

APPE ALIN G

5 2%

3 2%

COMBIN E D
84%

Po ints th at c an b e co nverted into s p en d in g

48%

3 4%

82%

Sh ip p in g b en efits like free s h ip p in g o r g u aranteed two - d ay s h ip p in g

45 %

36%

81%

A b ility to earn p o ints o r reward s th at c an b e red eem ed fo r d is co u nts o r free bi e s

41%

36 %

77%

Exc lu s ive d is co u nts fo r m em b ers

40%

36 %

76 %

Earn in g m o re p o ints fas ter with h ig h er levels

2 3%

3 2%

55 %

Exc lu s ive p ro d u c t releas es o r early acces s to p ro d u c t lau n c h es

2 1%

3 2%

5 3%

I nvitatio n s o r acces s to exc lu s ive events
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VII

P R ODU CT
KN OW L E D G E IS
BEYO N D R E TA ILER S ’
CONT R O L
Consumers find information about products from a galaxy of sources where retailers
and brands have zero veto power. That presents a distinct strategic and tactical
challenge for brands and retailers alike.
We asked survey participants to name their favorite sources for first hearing about
new products. The table below breaks out five most-popular information sources that
retailers may be able to influence but certainly cannot control:

TO P 5 I N F O R M AT I O N S O U R C E S
R E TA I L E R S D O N OT C O N T R O L
Preferences for finding out about products for the
first time:
Sea rch eng i nes (i .e. G o o g l e)

4 9%

Am a zo n

28%

A review we bsi te (i .e. C o nsu m er Rep o r ts )

27%

S ocial me dia (i .e. I nsta g ra m , Fa ceb o o k )

21%

Fr i end s (wo rd of m o u th )

21%
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Consider the case of a review

links that pay referral fees. “You have

website like CNET. When a headline

to make sure you have a good referral

on Google tells you you’re about

program strategy,” Bradley says.

S HOWROOMING AND
WE B - ROOMING

to click on the 10 best over-the-ear
wireless headphones, you expect that

Customer experience transcends

writers and editors have combined

shopping and buying. “It’s also your

knowledge, judgment and real-

marketing strategy,” Bradley says.

world observation to provide a

“It’s your voice in the community and

credible assessment to readers and

your dedication to a company vision,

consumers.

strategy and direction.”

“People trust that process,” says

The goal is to build authenticity

Elisabeth Bradley, vice president for

that strengthens retailers’ bond to

connected commerce solutions at

their customers in a chaotic online

DMI. “That’s why making sure your

environment. “I think about Patagonia

products get into those top-10 lists

as a brand,” Bradley says. “Their

is so important. Is it life-changing?

corporate actions stand behind the

Probably not. But the reality is there’s

company’s vision and mission. Their

a lot of channels out there and there’s

buying and supply chains stand

a lot of places that consumers are

behind that vision. And their social

spending time.” Moreover, bloggers,

media presence fits what consumers

podcasters and YouTubers often

want from their brand.”

monetize their operations with affiliate

The abundance of content
from myriad online
sources enables another
phenomenon beyond
retailers’ control: showrooming, where people scan
products in the store and buy
them online. As a retailer, it’s
galling to know somebody
can pore over a product on
your showroom floor and
buy it on their phone from
a competitor without even
leaving your store. And, of
course, there’s web-rooming,
where people use product
information from Amazon.
com on their phone to help
buy a product in their local
Home Depot.
“You just have to accept
the fact that while people
are shopping in your store,
they’re also looking online for
the same items — scanning
for better delivery methods,
services, prices and so
on,” says Stephen Carvelli,
principal for digital and
innovation at DMI.
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VIII.

S OCI A L CO MME RCE
IS G ROW I N G
Social platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest have evolved into crucial
conduits of product knowledge because consumers trust the judgment of
people they feel close to. That trust is translating into transactions.

“With social commerce, you can find shoppers where they are
and sell to them there — rather than waiting for them to come
to your properties.”
— Paula Moniz, customer experience lead, DMI

Moreover, social media is rivaling search engines for generating product
awareness. Our survey question asking people to name all the places where
they heard about interesting products in the past three months revealed that
social platforms bested search engines in total responses. The gap bulged
when we broke down the responses by Amazon Prime and 25-44 age group
membership.
“Social platforms outpolling search shows the potential of distributed
commerce,” DMI’s Paula Moniz says. “With social commerce, you can find
shoppers where they are and sell to them in that moment — rather than requiring
them to come to your properties.”

Social me d i a

Search Engi nes

AL L R ES P O NS ES

A M A ZO N PRI M E
M E M B E RS

4 5%

5 1%

38%
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37 %

AG E 25 - 44

59%

41 %

Moniz notes that analytics data
can help retailers zero in on
the impact of their social media
presence. “A lot depends on
the social platform you’re using
and the products you put in

PRIME D FOR SOC IAL COMME RC E
Amazon Prime members and 25- to 44-year-olds showed deeper
engagement in social media than the full population of consumers we
surveyed.

front of people,” she says. “From

We asked them to identify all the social channels they prefer to browse or

an analytics perspective, you

learn more about an item they are interested in purchasing. The age 25-44

have to look at who responds

responses showed the largest divergence.

to your posts.” You can measure
things like whether people
scroll down, click on “shop now”

A M A ZO N P R I M E
MEMBERS

ALL

AG E 2 5 - 4 4

buttons or visit pages on your
website.

Facebook

19%

Friends

18%

23%

28%

The rise of distributed
commerce enables retail

21%

newcomers like MVMT
Watches to bypass the massive
infrastructure investments that

Inst agram

11%

14 %

constrain legacy retailers. “Sure,
they have a website,” Moniz
notes. “But they’re really selling
on social.”
Social selling is in its early
phases on a macro level. But it’s
showing impressive growth in
specific sectors.
“It’s pretty clear that social
media is playing a massive
role, depending on the space
you’re talking about and the
demographic,” DMI’s Stephen
Carvelli says. “It’s feeding the
cosmetics industry in a big-time
way, driving a huge resurgence
for brands like Ulta and
Sephora against disruption from
Amazon.”
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Pinterest

8%

10 %

11%

18%

21%

IX . O P T IMI ZI N G T H E PATH TO PURCHASE:

AWA R E N ES S > BROWSING
> P UR C HAS E > SU PPO RT
Awareness: How Consumers Want to

can drive more awareness than

to get product information over the

Find Out About Products

search engines — if the consumer

past year. Search engines (49%) led all

hasn’t started shopping. But how

preferences, while store visits (30%),

The teeming multitudes of content

do consumers prefer to learn about

Amazon (28%), multi-brand retailer

sources and media channels make

products for the first time?

websites (28%) and review websites

product awareness a tricky business.

(27%) rounded out the top five. Social

For instance, the previous section of

To answer that question we asked

this report suggested social media

about all the places people preferred

S e a rch En gi n e s
( i . e . go o gl e)

4 9%

A vi s i t to a
phys i ca l s to re

30%

A m a zo n

28 %

A mu l t i bra n d ret a il e r s
we bs ite ( i. e . Ta rget , No rd s tro m )

28 %

A revi ew we bs i te
( i. e . C o n s u m e r re po r t s )

27 %

Fr i e n d s
(wo rd of m o u t h )

21%

S o ci a l m e d i a
(i. e . In s ta gra m , Fa ce boo k )

21%

media (21%) ranked seventh.

Thus, awareness is more than

journeys, because that’s what the

Raising awareness means finding

reaching out to influencers: It’s

consumer will expect.”

the channels and platforms where

aligning your shopping experience

your most likely consumers hang

with consumer preferences for

Online retailers have to weave

out. “Somebody asked me the other

learning about products. Here,

Amazon into their SEO operations.

day whether an insurance company

Amazon’s third-place ranking may

“When you search for a product on

needs a YouTube channel and

well understate its importance.

Google, Amazon is at the top of the

strategy,” Bradley recalls. “Is that the

list almost every time,” Bradley notes.

right place to invest a lot of time and

“An Amazon strategy is mandatory,”

Your digital marketing team needs to

energy? A lot of people spend a lot

DMI’s Elisabeth Bradley says. Even

master the nuances of Google and

of time on YouTube. But are they the

companies not selling on Amazon

Amazon because their algorithms

ones you’re trying to reach? Maybe it

have to deal with its impact. “You

and policies can change with little

does make sense. You have to do the

have to understand how Amazon is

warning.

research and understand where the

mapping experiences and customer
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consumers are.”

One critical awareness challenge is
connecting with online communities

SOC IAL ME DIA IS THE NE W WO R D O F
MOUTH

and conveying authenticity in a way
that attracts consumers to your brand
rather than repelling them with a
sales pitch.
You have to be strategic because
each brand attracts a unique
gathering of people and perspectives.
“Sephora communities are
much different than Fleet Farm
communities,” says Justin Burrows,

Our survey found that social media has reshuffled the process of getting
word-of-mouth recommendations from friends. When we asked people
about products that captured their attention in recent months even when
they had no intention of buying anything, social media came out on top by
a 2-to-1 margin.

WHE RE DID YOU FIND OUT ABO UT
A P RODUCT THAT CAP TURE D YO UR
ATTE NTION IN THE PAST THREE
MONTHS ?

a senior e-commerce consultant at
DMI. “One sells cosmetics, the other
sells firearms and cattle feeders.
All these communities are very
passionate, but in very different ways.”

45 %
S o c ia l m e dia ( i. e . Fa ce b o o k, I n s t a g ra m , P inte re s t )

21%
Fr ie n ds (wo rd of m o u t h )

Burrows notes that a lot of
e-commerce companies rely on email

In the browsing phase, when consumers want to find out more about a

lists because they can push a button

product, word-of-mouth received less than half the combined support for

and see results. Social channels and

Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram.

community outreach are tougher

HOW DO YOU WANT TO B ROWSE O R
L E ARN MORE AB OUT AN ITE M YO U’R E
INTE RESTE D IN B UYING ?

because they require authentic
human interactions.
“If you don’t commit the resources, it’s
not going to give you back what you
need.” Burrows says.

19%
Faceb o o k

18 %
Frien d s (wo rd of m o uth )

11%
In stag ram

8%
P interest
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X. B R OWS I N G :

S P E E D I N G S HO PPER S
C LOSE R TO P U RCHASE
The browsing phase of the path to

J U ST LO O K IN G O R BROWS IN G

purchase is as much about devices
as it is about consumer desires.
Mobile devices play a pivotal role in

MOBILE 42%

optimizing the browsing process and
making sure you’re giving consumers

IN-STORE 30 %

what they want, when they want it.
When browsing and researching

DESKTOP 28%

products, 42% of the consumers we
surveyed preferred mobile devices
versus 30% for in-store visits and 28%
for desktop computers.

“It’s amazing how much further along in the browsing
process you can get somebody by knowing what they’re
looking for.”
— Justin Burrows, senior e-commerce consultant, DMI

That’s not surprising: a phone or tablet

S e arc h En g i n e

53%

A s to re v i s i t

43%

A singly bra nd
retaile r’s we bsite

3 3%

A multibra nd
retaile r’s we bsite

27%

Fa ce b o o k

19%

Fr i e n d s

18%

I n s t a g ra m

1 1%

P i nte re st

8%

lets people kick back and conduct
research at their convenience — on
the bus, at the kitchen counter or
in the dentist’s waiting room. Free
from the pressure to make a buying
decision, they can take their time
finding the precise fit for their needs.
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As an organic extension of

Burrows says. “You already know

awareness, browsing reinforces

my brand of pickup truck because

the need for a solid Amazon

I entered that in my online account.

strategy, comprehensive SEO and

If I’m searching for an exhaust

so on. Indeed, the top ranking

manifold, I can type the letter ‘e’

DMI found that 46% of the

for search engines demonstrates

into the website search field and

consumers surveyed use online

their central role in awareness and

auto-fill gives me a list of exhaust

accounts for all or most of their

browsing.

manifolds for my make and model.”

purchases. Account profile data is

Why doesn’t typing “e” return a

an excellent resource for brands

How do consumers prefer to

list of engine mounts? Because

aiming to fine-tune their customer

browse or learn more about

pattern-matching algorithms and

experience. Thus, encouraging

products they’re interested in

behavioral tracking help the search

more people to open accounts

purchasing? In our survey, the

engine understand what searchers

and use them regularly is a savvy

top five responses were search

want and help them find it quickly.

strategy.

single-brand websites (33%),

Don’t overlook the basics for

Our survey revealed critical

multi-brand websites (27%) and

helping people browse. “You have

reasons why people resist

Facebook (19%). Combining the

to understand that people are

creating user accounts:

responses for Facebook, Pinterest

going to find information if they

and Instagram (38%) shows social

want it,” DMI’s Elisabeth Bradley

>> 32% don’t want marketing

media is crucial in the browsing

says. Early in the browsing process,

emails.

phase.

they’re looking for product reviews.

MAK ING THE
MOST OF ONLINE
US E R ACCOUNTS

engines (53%), store visits (43%),

Later on, they may want to look at
Brand websites represent

instruction manuals or spare-parts

another critical opportunity for

catalogs.

retailers because they control

>> 24% are nervous about
providing personal information.
>> 22% say it takes too long.
>> 13% say they’re not planning to

the browsing experience. That

“Sometimes, it just takes too many

lets brands delight customers

clicks for a consumer to find that

and speed them closer to a

PDF with the product information,”

transaction.

Bradley says. Brands have to craft
customer experiences that train

“It’s amazing how much further

consumers to expect that product

along in the browsing process you

information will be available. And

can get somebody by knowing

they need to help them find it.

what they’re looking for,” DMI’s
Justin Burrows says. Auto-fill,
which Google uses to great effect
by showing users a collection of
alternate search terms, illustrates
one way to turbocharge browsing.

buy from the store again..
“If brands want to tap the value
of customer accounts, they need
to make the process faster and
easier,” DMI’s Paula Moniz says.
They can do that by:
>> Doing a better job of
telling customers how they’ll
communicate with them.
>> Using email strategy to add
value for customers and not spam
them.
>> Giving customers control over

“Let’s say you have an auto parts

the frequency and topics of

website and I’m the customer,”

emails.
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XI . P U R CH AS E :

A L IGN I N G W I T H BU YE R
P R IO R I TI ES
Getting buyers to “yes” means giving
them enough information in the
awareness and browsing phases to
feel comfortable making a purchase.
When we asked consumers to name

3 0%
Rev iews
29 %

the single most important type of
information they need to achieve that
comfort level, the top three responses
confirmed this view: reviews (30%),
product details (29%) and price

Prod u c t D eta il s - mate rial s, siz in g , etc .
19%
Price C o mp ariso n s

comparisons (19%).
Where people buy is another crucial
variable. When we asked people to
select their favorite way to purchase
over the past year, in-store came
in first (46%), followed by Amazon’s
website (19%) and retailer websites
(15%). Mobile transactions were far

“Every year, very consistently, more

adoption thing,” he says of mobile

and more actual conversions are

payments. “It takes time, but it’s going

happening on mobile devices,” says

to happen.”

Stephen Carvelli of DMI. “Maybe
you’re not that comfortable buying a

The why behind people’s purchases

cruise right now on your phone, but

often comes down to subtle

you probably will be.”

differences in motivation depending
on whether they deeply research
a product or buy it on impulse. To

“Every year, very consistently, more and more actual
conversions are happening on mobile devices. Maybe you’re
not that comfortable buying a cruise right now on your
phone, but you probably will be.”

reveal these kinds of insights, we

— Stephen Carvelli, principal for digital and innovation, DMI.

their views on well-researched and

asked people why they purchased
from four locations — retailers’
websites, in stores, via mobile apps
and on Amazon. Then we contrasted
impulse buys.

less popular, with Amazon’s app (7%)
and retail mobile apps (6%) scoring
highest.
Those small mobile numbers are
bound to grow, however.

Carvelli notes the rising popularity of
mobile systems like Apple Pay and
the consistent support for PayPal.
These and other payment methods
take many of the extra steps out
of mobile purchases. “It’s just an
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WHY DO YOU BUY IN THE FOLLOWING PLACES?
(Retailers’ websites, in-store, mobile apps, Amazon)
>> It’s most convenient for me
>> I feel more secure making the purchase this way
>> I will likely receive a discount or free shipping
>> I already have an account with my information saved
>> I can have the item immediately
Top 3 Responses Broken Down by Heavily Researched vs. Impulse Purchases

RES EAR CH ED

IM PULSE

Ret a iler’s web site
m ost
convenient

6 5%

more
sec ure
discount/
free shipping

Retailer’s website
m ost
conven i en t

7 3%

15 %

di scou n t /
free sh i p p i n g

11 %

11 %

m ore
secu re

I n -store

8%

In-store

more
sec ure

4 8%

m ost
conven i en t

34 %

m ost
convenient

23 %

h ave i t
i m m edi ately

3 0%

have it
immediately

19 %

m ore
secu re

25 %

On mobile app

On mob ile a p p
free/d iscount
shipping

36%

most
convenient

29%

more sec ure

22%

m ost
conven i en t

3 9%

m ore secu re

24 %

free/di scou n t
sh i p p i n g

24 %
On Ama zon

On A ma zon
m ost
convenient

43%

free/d iscount
shipping

24 %

more secure

15 %
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m ost
conven i en t

5 2%

free/di scou n t
sh i p p i n g

23 %

accou n t i n fo
saved

1 2%

As we’ve noted previously, buyers prize convenience
and shipping discounts. But they also put a premium on

WHE RE MOB IL E B UYING
IS MORE P OP UL AR

transaction security — it was one of their top three priorities
in seven out of eight possible responses.
>> Researched purchases: The top “most convenient”
responses went to retail websites (65%) and Amazon (43%),
while top “more secure” votes went to physical stores (48%)
and mobile apps (22%).

Though mobile devices are typically not
people’s favorite way to close a transaction,
according to DMI’s survey, adoption is notably
higher among Amazon Prime members and
people in the 25-44 age group. When we asked
consumers to state all the ways they closed a

>> Impulse purchase: Retail websites (73%) and Amazon

transaction in the past year, clear distinctions

(52%) scored the highest convenience votes. The top “more

emerged:

secure” votes went to stores (25%) and mobile apps (24%).
Thus, convenience is a higher priority for impulse
purchases, while security is a stronger motivator for buying

ALL

AMAZON P RIME
MEMBERS

AG E 2 5 - 44

in stores.

2 9%
Every retailer has to optimize buying decisions to match
these kinds of differences in consumers’ motivations.

41 %

38%

Amazon’s mobi l e app

For instance, do they prioritize value over the buying
experience?
“There’s a very real difference between buying from
Tiffany’s and buying from Dollar General,” DMI’s Elisabeth
Bradley says. “You can have a good buying experience at
both.”
Every retail variable complicates the purchase process.
Consumer behavior provides clarity. “Knowing what your
consumer wants and how they’re buying has to be the core
of your strategy,” Bradley says.
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27 %

33%

Ret ai l er’s mobi l e app

3 4%

XI I .

S UPP O RT R EQ U IR ES
E F F ECTI V E CO MMU NICAT IO N
Strong customer support converts the path
to purchase into a cycle that perpetually
refreshes. While AI and the advanced
algorithms we profiled earlier in this
report represent the future of customer
service, it’s important to stick to the
everyday fundamentals: communicating
with customers in ways that meet their
satisfaction.
We asked consumers about their
satisfaction with communicating to brands
over the past 12 months. In-store visits
(76%) netted the most “satisfied” and very
“satisfied responses,” with email (59%),
phone calls (56%) filling out the top three.
Social media (27%), texting (26%) and smart
speakers (20%) filled the bottom three. The
survey saw substantial proportions of “not
applicable” responses (not used in the past
year) for mobile apps (60%), social media

I n- s to re vi s i t

76 %
Em a i l

59 %
P ho ne c a ll

56 %
Co nt a c t Us fo rm o nli ne

4 5%
L i ve c hat o n web s i te o r m o b i le

44%
Wi t hi n a m o b i le a p p li c at i o n

36 %
V i a s o c i a l m ed i a (i .e. Tw i t ter, Fa ceb o o k )

2 7%
Tex t i ng

26%
V i a s m a rt s p ea ker o r vo i ce a s s i s t a nt (i .e. A m a zo n A lexa )

2 0%

(48%), smart speaker/voice assistants (47%)
and texting (37%).
Of those who communicated via social
media, Facebook (47%) and Facebook
Messenger (16%) came out on top,
vs. Instagram (12%) and Twitter (10%).
Facebook’s combined 63% represents a
5-to-1 preference over Instagram and a
6-to-1 preference over Twitter.

Fa ce b o o k

47%
Fa ce b o o k Me s s e n g e r

16%
I n s ta g ra m

Among those who used social media to
contact companies, a majority (57%) said
the companies responded within 1 to 2
hours — with 26% enjoying immediate
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12%
Tw i tte r

10%

responses. Another 28% said they
received responses within 24 hours.
Nearly nine out of 10 of our survey
participants who posed a question or
raised an issue via social media had it
resolved.
Given the immediacy of online media,
rapid response times can make all the
difference in keeping customers satisfied.

WHO’ S INTO SMART S P E AK E R S?
Five years ago, this product category barely existed. The fact that
27% of all of survey respondents already have a smart speaker
(Amazon Echo, Google Home, etc.) in a such a short timespan
suggests strong potential. Moreover, 41% of Amazon Prime
members and 39% of 25- to 44-year-olds said they owned one.
Thus, digitally engaged consumers and those under age 45
represent the early adopters.

This points to the advantage of deploying
digital voice interfaces like chatbots to
keep customers engaged while their
interest in a company is high.

S m ar t S p e ake r Ow ne r s

27 %

All

41%

A m azon Pr i m e Me m b e r s

39 %

Ag e 2 5 - 4 4

The challenge is connecting people with
the optimal support solution — human
or mechanical. “People still want to talk
to people when they want to talk to
people, but not when they don’t,” DMI’s
Elisabeth Bradley says. “From a support
perspective, you have to get that right
because that’s what makes consumers
trust you.”
A well-optimized support team can
resolve customer frustrations and ease
anxieties. “A computer can’t do that yet,”
Bradley says.
With social media, brands have to
draw clear lines between support and
marketing. “If you’re using social media
for community support, it needs to be
monitored and it needs to be responsive,”
she says. “You can’t go halfway.”
Social is where the consumers are today.
“You know they’re going to be there, that
they’re going to ask questions and they’re
going to connect with you,” Bradley adds.
Sound strategy and strong execution
are central to making those connections
productive and profitable.
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A combined 20% of respondents were either satisfied or very
satisfied with using their smart speaker to communicate with a
company. And when we asked consumers about things retailers
could do to secure a purchase, 40% said giving them shopping
alternatives like smart speakers or social media would be either
influential or very influential.
All these numbers must be put in the context of better
alternatives. Smart speakers pleased 20% of our respondents
when communicating with companies, but only a smattering of
our respondents used them for shopping or buying. Meanwhile,
56% preferred phone calls for product support.
Where should you put these feature-focused technologies to
work? “A retailer might think, ‘we need to enable smart speakers
to make the transaction,’ but that might not be how your shopper
is behaving today,” DMI’s Paula Moniz says. “Always follow the
user.”

CO NC LUS I O N :

A PATH FO RWA RD FO R
R E TA I L
For all the challenges besetting some retail sectors, in-store
retail is a good business to be in. Across multiple browsing
and buying scenarios, consumers in our survey prized the
convenience, security and hands-on appeal of shopping in
stores. Sure, people bring their phones into stores to streamline
their buying decisions. A few might even buy from the
competition before leaving the store they’re standing in.
That’s the reality of 2019. The years to come are something
else. Amazon’s status as an e-commerce behemoth will
keep elevating service, selection and content for consumers
— training them to expect a certain level of excellence and
obliging all retailers to do the same.
“Right now the death of in-store retail is a myth,” DMI’s Michael
Deittrick says. But Amazon is chipping away at that myth. “They
already own online retail and distribution. They’re moving into
delivery. The only thing they don’t own is in-store retail, and
they have all the pieces in place to make that work.”
The question for everybody else is whether you have the
pieces in place to save your business. Are you putting AI to
work streamlining customer service and optimizing people’s
in-store experiences? Are you deploying advanced analytics
and data science for precision-targeted marketing? Are you
using data to develop a comprehensive understanding of your
customers?
All of these strategies will be mandatory to keep customers
choosing you instead of Amazon.
“If you don’t start focusing on empowering the technologies
your business needs to defend against Amazon, it’s over,”
Deittrick says. “Amazon wins.”
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